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Brief description:
We are witnessing today several concepts and technology trends when designing and implementing
solutions on Industry Cyber-Physical Infrastructures e.g., the SmartGrid, the Factory of the Future, the
Industry 4.0, etc. Especially when key issues on cross-layer collaboration, (near) real-time interaction,
complexity and emergency behaviour management, support of system of systems evolvability,
heterogeneity, interoperability, scalability etc. are coming into play, we have to radically rethink
approaches under the requirements and constraints of the Industrial Systems. Structural Integration and
Behavioural Collaboration are major goals especially for a domain relative new to IT technologies and
their rapid evolution pace. Service-oriented Architectures (SoA), Web and Cloud Computing
Technologies have been proven to be a real and feasible innovation backbone at Internet scale, and are
finding their way in the future Industrial Systems. Based on Lessons learned from latest prototype
industrial applications, we need to further evaluate and assess their capability and applicability and ask
key questions e.g., how deep can we go with web technologies in real-time monitoring and control;
how can we realize the next generation large-scale distributed monitoring systems; how to support the
lifecycle of industrial solutions viewed under the system of systems engineering viewpoint; how to
architect the next generation SCADA/DCS systems; what is the tradeoff for security, trust and privacy;
how can we migrate towards web-technology based systems; how to design today the best legacy
system of tomorrow; etc.
The tutorial will serve as an introductory session to the developments made in several European
industry-driven projects such as SOCRADES (www.socrades.eu), IMC-AESOP (www.imc-aesop.eu),
SmartKYE (www.smartkye.eu) who have focused on cross-layer Cyber-Physical System interactions
and SOA-based industrial system integration. The tutorial aims at providing an insight to aspects such
as: web services on devices, integration with enterprise systems, collaborative automation, future
cloud-based SCADA/DCS, directions for large scale systems, migration of legacy infrastructures,
technologies and challenges for the future. We aim to strike the balance in providing lessons learned,
hands-on experiences as well as future directions, aspects of interest and challenges.
This Tutorial is the consecutive action to the series of Tutorials and Keynotes presented by the authors
during the latest IEEE IECON, IEEE ISIE, IEEE INDIN Conferences. It summarizes a set of scientific
and technical results of application of the Cyber-Physical Systems Paradigm in different industrial
domains, mainly in manufacturing and process industry. The presenters are experts on the tutorial
subject matter proposed, and content presented can be also found in numerous IEEE papers and book
chapters published by the presenters. As IECON 2013 has a very strong focus on Industrial
Manufacturing, Applications and infrastructures as well as emerging domains such as the SmartGrid,
we think this tutorial is an excellent fit as it covers from multiple angles the IECON 2013 focus.
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